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I. The Demands of Historical Consciousness in Ahistorical
Times

S

cholars and public intellectuals use Edmund Burke’s writings and
speeches for a variety of reasons. Some look to Burke in an attempt
to find inspiration for contemporary action; others see Burke as a means
of uncovering–one might say unmasking–the real meaning of conservatism. Yet any attempt to utilize these works faces certain difficulties.
Burke used a very specific understanding of the structure of history, its
meaning, and importance. In his thought, a people’s consciousness of
their history and the myriad practices that convey its wisdom serves as
the principal guide to practical reason, moral judgment, and political
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action. But if scholars wish to draw doctrines rather than political dispositions out of Burke, it seems reasonable to ponder what the author
himself believed about the limits of historical thinking.
We can readily identify a wide range of ways that individuals use a
kind of historically conditioned prudence in their lives. People cope with
the world’s sheer complexity through a set of experiential inferences and
categories that let us use our accumulated knowledge of various contexts to make decisions every day.1 Burke built upon this basic claim
that historical wisdom grounds our thinking, developing a sophisticated
analysis of the major issues of his day, but his writings nevertheless speak
to the present day. However, Burke himself meticulously detailed the
manner in which the authority of this historical wisdom fades in the
face of egalitarian thought, rapid social mobility, and skepticism toward
orthodox religious faith. Moreover, late in his life, he emphasized the
ways our inheritance fails as a means of navigating the world’s complexities. Because historical reasoning relies on the use of analogies, in the
absence of illustrative examples that bear upon our subject, we cannot
expect to find a reliable guide in the past.2
A robustly Burkean mindset seems to require a social context that
recognizes the importance of historical wisdom, and accepts its dictates
as authoritative. This should chasten any attempt to develop a critique
of contemporary conservatism on the basis of Burke’s particular arguments about aesthetics, or the specific claims by which he arrived at
his policies.3 At the same time, it casts doubt on the idea conservatives
can easily use many of Burke’s basic prescriptions for healthy politics –
for example, the twin supports of an aristocracy and general notion of
Christendom. Broadly conservative work on Burke sometimes suggests
that a culture such as he relied upon might be necessary for the West
to restore itself to decent politics.4 Both of these lines of interpretation
present difficulties, which I aim to explain over the course of this essay.
A fully Burkean politics would require the general recognition of
history’s authority—that is, a renewed appreciation for the value of the
unspoken wisdom and common sense tradition grants us. Thus, determining some Burkean ethic and applying those ideas in the present may
require accepting the many ways liberal democracy cannot embrace
what Burke would see as legitimate historical wisdom. But despite the
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failure of authority in his day, Burke did not relent. He never looked to
the past alone for knowledge that orients men to action. This suggests
that despite the limits to historical reason, conservatives might still extract a Burkean disposition from his writings and apply it in the present.
This essay aims at reminding us of the potentials and perils involved in
such an effort.

II. The Basic Conditions of Historically Conditioned Prudence
In a draft of a long letter written in late 1771 defending himself and
his family from various criticisms, Burke observes that
My principles enable me to form my judgment upon Men and
Actions in History, just as they do current life; and are not formed
out of events and Characters, either present or past. History is a preceptor of Prudence not of principles. The principles of true politics
are those of morality enlarged, and I neither now do nor will ever
admit of any other.5
If history does not directly convey the moral and political principles
Burke references, and instead might convey prudence to the diligent
student, how are we to understand this practice?
Burke’s vision of historical wisdom as the bedrock of prudential judgment rests on a few essential concepts that seem quite distant today. If
all legitimate authority rests on some kind of assent to one’s established
order, then the members of that society need a common view of the
past. Reinforcing this ideal, Burke insists that the past should not serve
as a “repertory of cases and precedents for a lawyer,” but rather a source
of “much political wisdom” and “an exercise to strengthen the mind, as
furnishing materials to enlarge and enrich it.”6 We should engage in this
effort via acts in “the spirit of philosophic analogy,” so that our attitude toward the past would be neither antiquarian nor argumentative, but rather
a sensibility that allows men to inherit the gifts of the past with affection.7
“The spirit of philosophic analogy” Burke references in the
Reflections as the common method of English thinking suggests a
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broad agreement about the way to interpret the past. His insistence that
at least “where no passions deceive” men are and should remain “very
uncorrupt and tolerably enlightened judges of the transactions of past
ages” suggests a level of common sense about moral and political matters impossible since the French Revolution—if it ever existed at all.8
Rather than lessening contentiousness, time seems to have no effect
upon the intensity of our evaluation of the past. Burke’s analysis of the
conditions under which real historical prudence operates suggests why
this might be.
Agreement about the nature of this common past implies the presence of a stable inheritance of practices, rules, and wisdom upon which
social life rests. He terms these constitutions, and generally links them
to a people’s national origins. Burke draws a distinction between his
writings and the older rhetoric of the ancient constitution, sharply criticizing those who would make too direct a link between the British
Constitution and older laws.9 Burke admits that we should not inquire
too deeply into the origins of the constitution: “There is a secret veil to
be drawn over the beginnings of all governments,” for their beginnings
never exhibit a pristine quality.10 The correct attitude to the past is that
of solicitude and charity, because aside from its usefulness and efficacy
as a guide to action, the real authority of the British Constitution rests in
its age, for “it is a Constitution, whose sole authority is, that it has existed
time out of mind.”11 This grants any nation’s history a sort of mythic
quality, providing a gentler sense of the past that conveys certain moral
lessons about that people. Ultimately, the inherited constitution binds
the social order and orients individuals to the most important matters
of life without prejudicing them against the best in their people’s past.12
Where individual experience fails to provide like cases for judgment,
the constitution itself supplements that individual’s reason—at least in
situations that fit within the confines of that historical inheritance.
This way of interpreting the past grants the society’s members
a unique perspective. They see the order as a partnership not simply
between the living, but “between those who are living, those who are
dead, and those who are to be born.”13 Burke understands this institution as more than any mere contract. Under the right conditions, the nation forms a “permanent standing covenant, coexisting with the society”
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that relies on “the heart of the citizen” as “a perennial spring of energy
to the State,” and that individuals may not abandon or imagine doomed
at every crisis. Conversely, those who rule–or who claim expertise about
government–must respect the people, and never regard the public’s distempers as “incurable.”14 This echoes Burke’s early description of the
representative’s role in public life as one of reciprocal trust from God,
“the abuse of which he is deeply answerable.”15 Throughout his writings,
Burke emphasizes the way in which all those involved learn their duties
through an acquaintance with their inherited constitution.
Burke argues that the result of this implicit moral and historical
training is a society where individuals rule themselves through reference to their cherished “old prejudices,” their common sense and intuitive judgments about the way the world works and ought to be. The
English, he claims, “are afraid to put men to live and trade each on
his own private stock of reason, because we suspect that this stock in
each man is small, and that the individuals would do better to avail
themselves of the general bank and capital of nations and ages.”16 This
accumulation of wisdom suggests both limitations on human action, as
well as a means of testing one’s plans and contrivances in the present.
Individuals can consult history and common sense before proceeding—
and in a society that thinks in these terms, all novel public actions “react upon the primitive constitution, and sometimes improve the design
itself, from which they seem to have departed.”17 Burke understood that
no human plan or purpose survives its execution in practice, and that
one of the benefits of this historical order flows from the way it checks
men against unduly rash or excessively theoretical action.
Parallel to this understanding of political judgment, and grounding it appropriately, Burke further insisted that any genuine moral order flows from an understanding of the historical context that guides
it. Of course, he grounded this in a vision of humanity’s fixed moral
nature. All people, equally images of the “great Pattern,” share a moral
nature and this necessitates some version of natural law.18 Because of
this, Burke denied any robust sort of moral relativism. While it might
seem appropriate or prudent to act in ways that respect local cultures
and traditions, no one can rightfully assert “that actions in Asia do not
bear the same moral qualities which the same actions would bear in
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Europe.” But while Burke decried Warren Hastings’ “geographical morality, by which the duties of men, in public and in private situations,
are not to be governed by their relation to the great Governor of the
Universe, or by their relation to mankind, but by climates, degrees of
longitude, parallels, not of life, but of latitudes,” the natural law to which
he alludes does not provide a complete guide for moral, prudent action
in daily life. Indeed, the length and contextual depth of his arguments
prosecuting Hastings suggests this incompleteness.19 Elsewhere, Burke
claimed that he
cannot stand forward and give praise or blame to anything which
relates to human actions, and human concerns, on a simple view of
the object, as it stands stripped of every relation…. Circumstances
(which with some gentlemen pass for nothing) give in reality to every political principle its distinguishing color and discriminating
effect.20
Our historical order mediates our understanding of morality, and that
history helps provide the second nature that members of every culture
inculcate into their children to perpetuate themselves.21
The inherited culture that guides us superimposes itself upon this
basic nature. Given the limitations of the human person – our deep
weaknesses, flaws, and sin – Burke draws an appropriately chastening
set of ideas from the past. In history’s hard-earned lessons, Burke tells us
that we find “a great volume for our instruction, drawing the materials
of future wisdom from the past errors and infirmities of mankind.” He
continues, claiming that
History consists for the greater part of the miseries brought upon
the world by pride, ambition, avarice, revenge, lust, sedition, hypocrisy, ungoverned zeal, and all the train of disorderly appetites which
shake the public…. Wise men will apply their remedies to vices,
not to names; to the causes of evil which are permanent, not to the
occasional organs by which they act, and the transitory modes in
which they appear.22
Note here again that the past conveys its lessons analogically, which
bears significantly on the reasons this wisdom seldom appeals to modern peoples—I return to this topic in the next section. Even more signif-
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icantly, Burke suggests that the past’s inheritance provides a true record
that outlines man’s severe limitations, corrects foolishness, instructs us
about the conditions of real liberty, and allows us to apportion praise
and blame within a larger context.23
Because of the relative weakness of natural law, and the general inexactness of moral judgment, Burke fixes our attention on experience,
context, and history. This creates a significant moral problem in that one
can always identify crimes and errors in the past—those origins Burke
so consciously suggests we must pass in silence—but this cultivates little
more than the skepticism so deadly to the sort of historical consciousness Burke valued so highly. The difficulty lay in exercising restrained
judgment: “It is no inconsiderable part of wisdom, to know how much
of an evil ought to be tolerated; lest, by attempting a degree of purity impracticable in degenerate times and manners… new corruptions might
be produced for the concealment and security of the old.”24 Without the
deep contextual understanding that a sense of history provides, Burke
suggests that we cannot discriminate between the bearable difficulty
and the ultimately destructive one. Nor can we determine when a threat
has reached such a level that it necessitates we deviate from historical
precedent to develop a response—an important fact because sometimes
“[a]n irregular, convulsive movement may be necessary to throw off an
irregular, convulsive disease.”25 Without a sense of history, Burke insists
that men can make no sound judgments.
Without historical guidance, all the restraints against rapid change
fall away, and indeed, lead to a situation where individuals embrace
novelty for its own sake, resulting in little more than “a blind and furious
spirit of innovation, under the name of reform.”26 Ultimately, without
the solid “public principles and national grounds” for action that the
British Constitution provides, Burke argues that all law and hope of
limits in politics and society will disappear, and be replaced with rule
by the whims of the moment.27 Losing historical boundaries opens a
great problem: “to find a substitute for all the principles which hitherto
have been employed to regulate the human will and action.” Without
the wisdom of history to serve as guidance, we revert to our mere nature,
and will inevitably adopt practices that match the desires of this nature.
Burke argues that we inevitably develop a “philosophy of vanity” like
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that he accuses Rousseau of endorsing and a politics of will and power
follow from this thinking.28
Without institutions that convey historical wisdom, society embarks
on precisely this path. At the same time, we nonetheless retain some
echoes of the means that remain vital for conveying something like
Burke’s idea of a constitution. An outline of the challenges to our consciousness of the past provides some of the context necessary for understanding the uses and limitations of Burkean thinking today.

III. The Assault on Historical Reasoning
The stark contrasts between the new age of egalitarian democracy
and what came before clarify the many ways that the past becomes incoherent as a source of stable wisdom for the present. Burke identifies at
least two dimensions to this. First, radical egalitarianism promotes ways
of thinking and habits of action that undo the very attitudes that would
allow us to take any historical authority seriously. Second, at the same
time, a world in constant motion and change undercuts man’s ability to
pass on the literal mechanisms of inheritance that assist him in instructing the next generation in the old ways and modes of thought.
Burke understood the English Constitution as the result of an accumulation of choices stretching from “Magna Charta to the Declaration
of Right,” that resulted in a “uniform policy of our constitution to claim
and assert our liberties as an entailed inheritance derived to us from our
forefathers, and to be transmitted to our posterity… without any reference whatever to any other more general or prior right.” He tells us that
this policy trusted a sort of “wisdom without reflection” that respected
society’s basic institutions as one’s ancestors passed them down.29 In the
Reflections, Burke confronted a basic premise of egalitarian thought that
directly challenged this old order: that all individuals should be equally
free and autonomous. But Burke’s historical institutions restrain men in
myriad ways. They dictate the terms of our participation in politics, our
duties to others, and perhaps most unpalatable to the egalitarian mind,
they advise us about the appropriateness of our thoughts. His liberty
“was a Liberty inseparable from order, from virtue, from morals, and
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from religion, and was neither hypocritically nor fanatically followed.”30
Observing what he saw as the revolutionaries’ boundless vanity, Burke
argued the hope for essential liberty from all constraint animates egalitarian thought. Such a desire must deny the limitations of the past in
favor of constructing an open horizon in the future.31
Asserting the right to overturn all inherited–and presumptively irrational–institutions, Burke argued that the revolutionary egalitarian
must strip away the essential authority of history.32 The ties that restrain
politics also stand in the way of both revolutionary change and outrage
at historical inequality. Because sincere egalitarians cannot allow such
barriers to progress to stand, Burke thought the consequences of their
inevitable assault on history would be profound. He reminded his readers about the nature of historical relationships:
Men are not tied to one another by papers and seals. They are led
to associate by resemblances, by conformities, by sympathies. It is
with nations as with individuals. Nothing is so strong a tie of amity between nation and nation as correspondence in laws, customs,
manners, and habits of life…. They are obligations written in the
heart…. The secret, unseen, but irrefragable bond of habitual intercourse, holds them together, even when their perverse and litigious
nature sets them to equivocate, scuffle, and fight about the terms of
their written obligations.33
These correspondences and habits of mind lead men into conformity
with the lessons and wisdom of history, and furthermore, Burke argued
that this historical ideal helped teach them the civic morality of their
times. Such a constitution might instill blindness to historical wrongdoing, but Burke constantly reminded his readers that all human society
bears the stain of man’s moral weakness.
The danger Burke saw in the egalitarian attitude rests in the way
he believed that historical wisdom restrained excesses in the present.
Against the sort of constitution that provides the necessary “public principles” that citizens might judge actions against,34 the egalitarian must
undermine that past to “temper and harden the breast in order to prepare it for the desperate strokes which are sometimes used in extreme
occasions.”35 In France, Burke argued that the revolutionaries eventually “demolished the whole body of that jurisprudence which France
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had nearly in common with other civilized countries,” and that as a
result, “[n]o man, in a publick or private concern, can divine by what
rule or principle her [the nation’s] judgments are to be directed.”36 But
where in the French case Burke identified a series of direct consequences flowing from the disruption of that nation’s historical inheritance,
he also points out other perils for those who even think in such terms.
The very disposition that leads men into contemplating truly revolutionary action–whether or not the opportunity to act arises–imprints the
mind with “a gratuitous taint,” and deprives the moral sentiments of
their natural limits and boundaries. The search for novel moral and
political teachings can undo the would-be revolutionary’s very humanity, “[w]ithout opening up one new avenue to the understanding, they
have succeeded in stopping up those that lead to the heart.”37 But part of
the danger Burke saw came in that none of these consequences appear
immediately; the damage this ahistorical worldview does to any society’s
inheritance comes indirectly.
Inheritance stands at the center of many of Burke’s arguments about
the nature of a decent society, and the idea haunts him precisely because of its fragility. I argue Burke understood that all successful peoples renew their sense of self through both tangible and intellectual inheritances. This begins most literally and concretely with the physical,
landed property families pass on through the generations, for it is this
“power of perpetuating our property in our families” that is “one of the
most valuable and interesting circumstances belonging to it, and that
which tends the most to the perpetuation of society itself.”38 Any society
that wishes to persist must view the security of property as–after the protection of life itself–the most important function of state.
These literal physical inheritances matter because we develop our
ties to concrete people and places through them; we learn how to establish moral affections and bonds through these relations that we can
generalize outward through the whole of our society. In this reasoning, Burke partially follows Adam Smith, who argues that our ability to
empathize with other people depends in large part on our awareness of
their situation because “our sympathy with the grief or joy or another,
before we are informed of the cause of either, is always extremely imperfect.”39 The difference between the two lay in that while Smith fo-
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cuses on describing the nurturing and operation of sympathetic fellowfeeling, Burke more explicitly ties the development of these sentiments
to his teaching on inheritance. But in a world where long family ties
to property vanish, yet another basis for the conveyance of our historical bonds steadily passes away. This would not be so significant if our
relations to people and places did not also cultivate our more general
attitudes toward time and the obligations the world imposes upon us.
Burke believes that in a rightly constituted historical order, people will recognize the way we come into a world of relationships that
Providence ordains and inherit a set of concrete obligations from that
simple fact.40 These duties inhere
not in consequence of any special voluntary pact. They arise from
the relation of man to man, and the relation of man to God, which
relations are not matters of choice. On the contrary, the force of all
the pacts which we enter into with any particular person… depends
on those prior obligations.41
Family stands as the natural home of all inheritance, and it obliges us to
undertake certain acts:
When we marry, the choice is voluntary, but the duties are not matter of choice…. Parents may not be consenting to their moral relation; but consenting or not, they are bound to a long train of burthensome duties towards those with whom they have never made a
convention of any sort.42
For Burke, the foundation of our entire moral order rests not on any sort
of rational consent but a historical order superintended by Providence:
“there we are; there we are placed by the Sovereign Disposer: and we
must do the best we can in our situation. The situation of man is the
preceptor of his duty.”43 Our only choice in the matter may be one of
willful rejection, which becomes the basis for the unmaking of inheritance and man’s historical nature.44
The turn toward an entirely voluntary and rationally chosen notion
of society implies a rejection not only of any historical inheritances,
but also scorn of any binding moral codes that each generation simply
accepts as authoritative. Moreover, Burke fears that those who choose
this path will invert the old form of conceptualizing time itself. Rather
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than the solid connections between generations that restrain present
action, he argues that those who fail to respect the limits the inherited
past imposes upon us will not give much thought to the dangers their
choices create for the future.45 The damage egalitarianism does to the
authority of history, as well as the society of rapid change such an ideal
helps authorize, makes historical reasoning seem particularly weak to
modern eyes. At the same time, Burke also argues that some of the concrete effects of the egalitarian ideal call even the efficacy of historical
reasoning into some question.

IV. The Unraveling of Historical Analogies
Over the course of Burke’s later writings on the French Revolution,
he made a series of observations about the limitations of historical reasoning in those deeply troubled times. At least partially criticizing many
of his Scottish contemporaries, Burke saw no iron laws of historical development, no “sure theory on the internal causes which necessarily
affect the fortune of a State.”46 As we have seen, Burke nevertheless argued strongly for the necessity of using historically inherited wisdom to
judge well by weighing the moral costs of any possible decision. In his
statecraft, all political decisions weigh gradations:
the decisions of prudence (contrary to the system of the insane reasoners) differ from those of judicature: and that almost all of the
former are determined on the more or the less, the earlier or the
later, and on a balance of advantage and inconvenience, of good
and evil.47
Prudence rests on a foundation of intuitive morality that Burke insists
we all share, but it bears certain limits. Though we can identity “some
fundamental points in which Nature never changes,” these remain
“few and obvious, and belong rather to morals than to politics.”48 He
ultimately suggests that men conduct this sort of careful weighing only
in reference to their historical inheritance—and that they must do so
whether they respect the authority of their culture’s past or not.
Acting as a substitute for one’s own necessarily limited personal
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experience, this sort of reasoning from history serves as a check on one’s
plans, and a guide to evaluating the possibilities circumstance presents.
History provides a storehouse of moral and political examples, of course,
and Burke frequently made use of this sort of rhetoric in his writings and
speeches to various effects.49 In many circumstances, Burke suggests
that past “[m]istakes may be lessons” that suggest a change in future action, and that these lessons can lead us to evaluate both one’s principles
and concrete plans for action.50 But greatness also serves a purpose, as
examples of accomplishment and greatness serve as “the guide-posts
and land-marks in the state,” and their persuasive power rests in large part
on a kind of historical authority.51 If we wish to use such an analysis from
the past to publicly justify action in the present, at a minimum it seems
that we have to expect that others will respect the source of this claim.
Rightly understood, history can serve as “the guide of life,” but
Burke adds several warnings to this. Our attitude in examining the past
matters a great deal, however:
It is a great improver of the understanding, by showing both men
and affairs in a great variety of views. From this source much political wisdom may be learned,—that is, may be learned as habit, not as
precept,—and as an exercise to strengthen the mind, as furnishing
materials to enlarge and enrich it, not as a repertory of cases and
precedents for a lawyer…. This method turns their understanding
from the object before them, and from the present exigencies of the
world, to comparisons with former times, of which, after all, we can
know very little and very imperfectly; and our guides, the historians… are often prejudiced, often ignorant, often fonder of system
than of truth.52
Much earlier in his career, Burke made the claim that if we read the past
correctly, it becomes less a source of partisan argument than a repository of wisdom that all might draw upon.53 The great dangers he points
toward seem to flow from reading the past solely as an analogue to the
present, and assuming that by simply accumulating precedents and evidence, one might determine a proper course of action today. That is to
say, Burke argues that no historical evidence can actually dictate our
decisions in the present. In order to interpret history with any clarity,
and to avoid the confusion and complexity of distant events, he suggests
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that historians and their audience all too often turn to a philosophical
“system” that allows us to categorize the past more neatly.54
The passage above also suggests a deeper danger in looking to the
past for the wrong sort of answers. Where in moral judgment, we should
look toward the past for clarity, in contemplating future action, Burke
points us to a disposition and a habit of thinking that might allow us to
“look steadily” on the present day, and use our historically developed
wisdom to decide our course “without being diverted by retrospect and
comparison.”55 His point was not that no analogies exist between past
and present. After all, that would presuppose all moments in human
history to be unique. Instead, the essence of human nature remains all
too stable for there to be no discernable patterns in history. Hence man’s
ability to see “philosophical analogies” between one circumstance and
another, and because of this, we can recognize man’s capacity for developing historically conditioned prudence.56 Burke rejects the idea we
can just accumulate evidence and use cases from the past to simply pronounce a sterile analytical judgment on the present or future. He does
so because the “world of contingency and political combination is much
larger than we are apt to imagine.”57 Good judgment requires that we
look to the spirit of a historical constitution for guidance that mediates
between past, present, and future.58
But the ultimate danger in losing awareness of the past comes in
the explosion of novel forms of politics unburdened by the restraints of
a historical constitution. Without a deep sense of history, many previously unthinkable courses of action start to seem at least theoretically
possible. For Burke, the French Revolution did more than simply undermine the authority of the past to the present; it inaugurated an age of
innovation in social and political forms that interrupts the very ground
of cultural and legal inheritance upon which Burke’s preferred form of
historical reasoning operates.
Burke presents Louis XVI as the principal example of a man deceived by history, a man who acquired his knowledge from reading: “but
nobody told him (and it was no wonder he should not himself divine
it) that the world of which he read, and the world in which he lived,
were no longer the same.” Burke reminds us the king was “a diligent
reader of history,” who inherited a world where attentiveness to history
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availed little. Instead of being able to rely on a stable source of inherited
wisdom, “the very lamp of prudence blinded him,” and that “guide of
human life led him astray.” A “silent revolution” had undermined the
culture of historical authority well before the revolution itself.59
Burke’s claim that the French Revolution merely signaled a change
that had already transpired reinforces some of his contentions about the
limitations of historical reasoning in revolutionary times. At least in the
French case, Burke went so far as to claim that in light of these changes,
“[a]nalogical reasoning from history or from recent experience in other
places is wholly delusive.”60 For Burke, this meant that men must take
even greater care with the historical and moral examples upon which
they draw to justify action in the present, and the specific measures they
employ.61 Because men “never can say what may, or may not happen,
without a view to all the actual circumstances,” one’s context matters
more than ever: “Experience upon other data than those, is of all things
the most delusive. Prudence in new cases can do nothing on grounds
of retrospect.”62 Without the anchor of historical authority to bind men,
they move in unpredictable paths. Under such circumstances, the
past provides little guidance for those who would predict the future.
Conservatives who wish to seek wisdom in the past and persuade others
of its value may also find this task nearly impossible.

V: Thinking Aristocratically in Democratic Times?
Together, the undermining of a culture that fosters a historical consciousness alongside a world of innovation that eschews the very use of
historical analogies creates various obstacles for those who seek a path
away from the excesses of modern life in Burke’s thought. I argue that
the difficulty rests not so much in the passing of time as the transformation of how individuals think about the past, and of course, the ways
this change in thinking authorizes ever more radical alterations in our
society today. Burke’s awareness of the way people in his time rethought
their relationship to the past echoes in many nineteenth-century ruminations on the passing of the old regime. I wish to highlight one of these
in relation to Burke.
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Alexis de Tocqueville’s professed friendship with democracy led
him to observe the many ways Burke’s fears about the transformation
of historical consciousness might not go deep enough. In his sober
Recollections, Tocqueville remarked on the tendency of both men of letters and political actors to explain the world through extremes. In their
attempts to evaluate the past,
the first are always inclined to find general causes, whereas the
others, living in the midst of disconnected daily facts, are prone to
imagine that everything is attributable to particular incidents, and
that the wires which they pull at are the same that move the world.63
Burke highlights the danger of using intellectual systems to interpret
the past, and also counsels a similar humility to statesmen who wish
to affect their world. But he could not see where the tendencies that so
deeply troubled him might lead.
Tocqueville’s analysis of the stereotypical attitudes betrayed by democratic souls furthers the analysis Burke began. Tocqueville tells us that
egalitarians–or at least Americans–embarked on a way of thinking unburdened by the past:
To escape from imposed systems, the yoke of habit, family maxims, class prejudices, and to a certain extent national prejudices as
well; to treat tradition as valuable for information only and to accept
existing facts as no more than a useful sketch to show how things
could be done differently and better; to seek by themselves and in
themselves for the only reason for things, looking to results without
getting entangled in the means toward them and looking through
forms to the basis of things—such are the principal characteristics of
what I would call the American philosophical method.64
The habits of thought and action Tocqueville evokes undercut all of
the basic requirements Burke links to the successful transmission of
historical inheritance, and its acceptance as authoritative. At the same
time, however, what Tocqueville says Americans embrace seems at first
glance a logical response to the failure of the past as a useful predictor of
the future—recall Burke’s claim that Louis XVI was a diligent student of
the past. Because of the way Tocqueville traces the erosion of a historical consciousness, he allows us to see more of the effects our modern
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egalitarian ethos brings in its wake.
In light of all this, one might argue that the elimination of historical
wisdom as an authoritative source of guidance leaves little for us to learn
from Burke. As a preeminently unsystematic, historical, and contextual
thinker, Burke’s various statements of specific policy and belief do not
easily lend themselves to the construction of any easily applicable doctrine. The failure of historical inheritance does present a severe problem
for those who would be Burkeans in the present day. A great deal of his
analysis rests on the way aristocratic transmission of property–or at least
some ties to the land that result in stable communities–helps stabilize
our mores and conveys a sort of embodied historical wisdom. Very little
in contemporary society lends itself to that sort of link to one’s own
land or its civic parallel in deep, long-term affiliation with particular
communities. As many contemporary traditionalists note, our mobility
inhibits the transmission of a solid historical consciousness across the
generations.65 Short of radical changes in our way of life, Burke’s deep
form of historical wisdom will not return as a source of widely acknowledged political authority.
If history fails men as a guide, Burke’s own political disposition suggests that they must turn to their context and revert to first principles
derived from some thin conception of human nature and the permanent problems of our life together. However, because of his emphasis
on the idea that “[a]rt is man’s nature,” our moral natures require society for their perfection and discipline.66 Any fixed principles of morality
and politics we might draw out of Burke would remain little more than
the images of that “Great Pattern” he references in his prosecution of
Warren Hastings—they might give us intuitions about right and wrong,
but for Burke they provide too little positive guidance to demand men
undertake any specific act.
Even if Burke’s specific claims represent fundamental truths,
thoughts widely acceptable in Burke’s era no longer carry any authority—tradition rarely appears to be a sufficient reason for men to act today.
Self-proclaimed conservatives today seem to draw as much on doctrines
as some sort of historical wisdom as their guiding lights.67 Their critics
view the past as good for Tocquevillian “information,” and both the recent and distant past serve as a source of partisan acrimony far different
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than Burke envisioned. But it is interesting that those on the left who
appropriate Burke for their own political purposes often take his specific
arguments about the demerits of democracy, or the extremes Burke’s
rhetoric sometimes falls into as a cudgel with which to bludgeon those
who would recover the statesman as inspiration for the present.
The question conservatives confront rests in how they adapt to the
greatly diminished appeal of historically influenced arguments on behalf of tradition, community, and inheritance. Insofar as philosophical
traditionalism rests on an attempt to inspire dreams and doctrines out
of thinkers who developed their arguments in an essentially aristocratic
key, in an egalitarian age this ideal loses much of its credibility.68
Those who would defend a Burkean position in the present day must
acknowledge that his society is not ours, and because of the structure
of his thought and its relationship to authoritative historical wisdom,
that bears profound consequences for any attempt to revive Burkean
social order and politics. If we cannot recapture the essential elements
of Burke’s context, what remains is a Burkean disposition—an unsystematic mode of analysis that would, as he recommends, lead us to evaluate
our context in a prudential light, with the aim of fostering action that
men today can recognize and will bear. For traditionalists, this opens
many paths. It suggests deep investigation into the needs of the human
heart, to call men back to the forms of community and religion that
satisfy our longings; this challenge will require appealing to the residue
of our historical imagination.69
Near the end of his life, Burke voiced a properly humble fear that
despite his best judgment and his efforts to identify the dangers to a
healthy social and political life, it might all have been in vain:
If a great change is to be made in human affairs, the minds of men
will be fitted to it; the general opinions and feelings will draw that
way. Every fear, every hope, will forward it; and then they who persist in opposing this mighty current in human affairs, will appear
rather to resist the decrees of Providence itself, than the mere designs of men. They will not be resolute and firm, but perverse and
obstinate.70
In times such as his and ours, traditionalists might be led into despair and the love of apocalypse as the path back to sanity.71 Instead,
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Burke’s teaching as a whole speaks in favor of patience, forbearance, and
humility—a disposition that all who study politics should remember.
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